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I. INTRODUCTION 
A. Probabilistic Background 
This thesis has in a sense a double purpose. On the 
one hand there is a primarily statistical purpose — the study 
of certain sequential aspects of the problem of constructing 
a confidence interval for the common mean of several popu­
lations; for this statistical purpose the second chapter 
may be thought of as establishing the requisite probabilistic 
basis. On the other hand it is equally appropriate to 
imagine a primarily probabilistic purpose — the study of 
random stopping under asymptotic independence of the sequence-
to-be-stopped and the stopping time; for this probabilistic 
purpose the third chapter may be thought of as illustrative. 
Thus, the following question will be investigated in 
the second chapter. Consider a random sequence-to-
be-stopped, and a stopping time sequence {N^}, and suppose 
L 
that {X. } converges in distribution to F (X_ ^ F) . When will 
m mm 
it be true that ^ F? 
Here and throughout this work it will be assumed that 
all random variables under consideration are defined on a 
probability space [S2,XfP] , where 0 is a set, x a a-algebra 
of subsets of 0, and P{A} is the probability of an event 
Aex. 
One answer to the question posed is to assume that; 
p 
(1) {N^} converges in probability to infinity (N^ j / and 
2 
(2) and are independent for every r and m. Then, given 
a continuity point (CP) x of F, 
00 
P{X., < x} = E P{X. < x} • P{N = i}. (1.1) 
"r - i=l 1 
Now, taking limits of both sides of (1.1), and using the fact 
P L 
that J oo, we obtain that X^ ^ F. But the assumption of 
independence is too restrictive, and weaker conditions are 
to be sought. 
One may speculate that it might be sufficient to re­
quire only that {N^} converges almost surely to infinity 
(N^ eo) . However, this is not the case, as indicated 
by the following example, originally proposed by Renyi 
(1960) for a somewhat different purpose (see Example 1.2 
below). 
Example 1.1: Let {Y^} be a sequence of independent and 
identically distributed (iid) random variables, with 
E[Y^] = 0 and E[Y?] = 1. Define 
m 
X—X 
and let 
N = / 
r if X >0 
r — 
2r if X^ < 0. 
L 
Then X_ + 0, where $ is the unit-normal distribution in m 
function, and N ^4®* œ. However, 
r r 
P{Xjj < 0} = P{X2r < 0, = 2r} = < 0, < 0} 
= P{X^ < 0} - P{X^ < 0, Xg^ > 0}, (1.2) 
and, taking limits of both sides of (1.2), 
rO 1 
lim P{X^ < 0} = $(0) - (1-0 (-X))d$ (X) = |, 
xr^oo T- J —00 
so that 
(1.3) 
Anscombe (1952) was the first to approach the question 
without assuming the independence of {X^} and {N^}. He 
did this by requiring: (1) "local tightness" of {X^}, 
in the sense of Condition 1.1 below, and (2) convergence in 
probability of {N^}, suitably normalized, to a positive 
constant, K. The author notes that it may be assumed 
without loss of generality that the requisite normalizing 
sequence is {r}. 
Condition 1.1 (Anscombe) ; For any £>0 and rj>0 there exists 
a 0>0 and an integer m such that, when m > m_. 
^ o — o 
P{ IX-X^ I > e for some n) jn-ml < m6} < n. (1.4) 
m n ' ' ' — 
Condition 1.1 is shown by Anscombe to hold for 
4 
m 
{X } = { 2 Y.//5i}, where Y.'s are iid with E[Y. ] = 0 and 
m 
EEY^Z] = 1. 
The following result is proven by Anscombe. 
Theorem 1.1 (Anscombe); Let the sequence of random vari­
ables {X } satisfy Condition 1.1, with X F, and let 
m mm 
p 
the sequence {N^} be such that N^/r ^  K, where K is a 
positive constant. Then X^ g F. 
One possible extension of Theorem 1.1 is to let {N^/r} 
converge in probability to a positive random variable, 
say 6, rather than to a constant K. Renyi (1960) was the 
first to make progress in that regard, by proving Theorem 
1.3 below. 
Before giving Theorem 1.3 it is useful to introduce 
certain additional concepts and results. 
Definition 1.1 (Renyi); The sequence of random variables 
{X^} with limiting distribution F is mixing, if, for any 
Bex with p{B} > 0 and any CP" x of F, 
P{X < xlB} F(x). (1.5) 
m — ' m 
The following characterization of mixing due to Renyi 
and Revesz (1958) provides an intuitive idea of mixing; 
a sequence is mixing if it possesses loss of memory: 
5 
Theorem 1.2 (Renyi and Revesz); Consider a sequence of 
random variables {X_} such that %. ^ F. {X_} is mixing if 
m mm m 
and only if, at any CP x of F, for any real y and k = 
1 , 2 , . . .  
L 
P{X^ < x| x ,  = y} + F(x). (1.6) 
m — K m 
Note that the left hand side (LHS) of (1.6) is a 
Radon-Nikodym derivative, for fixed x, of the joint 
probability measure induced by (X^, Xj^) with respect to the 
probability measure induced by X^. That versions of these 
Radon-Nikodym derivatives may be chosen so that the LHS 
of (1.6) is in fact a distribution function in x for fixed 
y is verified in Theorem 4 of Chapter 2 of Lehmann (1959). 
In attempting to outline the proof of Theorem 1.2 it 
is useful to note that relation (1.6) holds if and only 
if, at any CP x of F and any in the sub-cr-algebra %% 
i n d u c e d  b y  X ^ ,  a n d  f o r  k  =  1 , 2 , . . .  
L 
P{X_ < x|A, } ^  F(x) . (1.7) 
m  —  ' K m  
That this is so follows by; (1) applying the Lebesque 
dominated convergence theorem, and (2) recalling X = 0 
almost surely (P^) if XdP^ = 0 for any A^Ex% where Pj^ 
is the restriction of P to Thus, Theorem 1.2 may be 
reformulated as follows; 
6 
Theorem 1.2a; Consider a sequence of random variables 
such that X 4 F. {X } has the mixing property if and only 
mm m ^ ^ 
if, for any k = 1,2,..., relation (1.7) holds. 
That mixing implies relation (1.7) follows now, simply 
by appropriate specialization of B in relation (1.5). The 
other direction is more difficult; the essential idea is 
as follows: Let H denote the Hilbert space of all real 
2 
random variables X on 0 such that E[X ] < +«>, with the 
inner product of X and Y given by E[XY] and the norm of X 
by (E[X^])^/^. Furthermore, given a CP x of F, let H^, 
denote the smallest subspace of H which contains the 
indicator functions I of the events {X < x} for m = 
m m — 
1, 2 , . . . ,  and let be the subspace orthogonal to H^. 
Relation (1.7) now implies, for k = 1,2,..., 
Etlmlk' a F(%)P{Xk 1 (1-S) 
from which it is desired to establish that 
^ F(x)P{B}. (1.9) 
Now Ig may be partitioned into the form 
Ig = + <32' (1.10) 
where g^sH^ and g^eHg. Also, for any e>0, there exists an 
integer n^, and constants c^,...,c^ such that, if 
n 
= E C. I. , then 
•L i=i 1 1 
(EEg^-gi]2)1/2 < e, (1.11) 
which, by Holder's inequality, gives 
lEEg^I*] - ECg^I*] | < e (1.12) 
for any indicator function I*. Thus 
| E [  ( G J ^ + G 2)Ijn] - F(x)P{B}| ( 1 . 1 3 )  
< (lE[giIJ - ECg^IJI 
+ lEEg^^I^] + E[g2]E[Ij^] - E[g^]F(x) - EEgglFfx)]) 
(1.14) 
- -E[gj_]F(x)| + |E[g2]E[I^-F(x)] I  )  + £ .  
( 1 . 1 5 )  
Now, taking the lim sup of (1.13) and (1.15), 
lim |E[(g^+g2)I^^] - F(x)P{B}| £ |E[g^-g^]F(x) | + e 
(1.16) 
<  2 E  ( 1 . 1 7 )  
Expressions (1.15) through (1.17) are obtained, 
respectively, by applying relation (1.12) with I* = the 
fact that lim E[g^I^] = E[g^]F(x), and relation (1.12) with 
ltl->00 
= 1%' 
The.next lemma, although easily proven by applying the 
theorem in Section 20.6 of Cramer (1946), will be proven 
8 
because the technique being used will be applied later in 
more complicated settings. 
Lemma 1.1: Let {Y } and {2: } be two sequences of random 
n n 
variables such that: (1) {Y^} is mixing, with Y^ ^  F, and 
(2) Z^-Y^ 5 0. Then is mixing, with ^ F. 
Proof : For any n>0,CP x of F, and Be % with P{B} > 0, it 
will be shown that 
F(x)P{B} - N < lim P{Z < X, B} < îîin P{Z_ < x, B} 
- n -
<_ F(x)P{B} + n. (1.18) 
Select e>0 such that |F ( X ) - F ( X')| < n for Ix-x'l < e. 
Then 
P{Z < x,B} (1.19) 
n — 
< P{(Zn-Yn) + ï„ 1 x,B,iz^-Y^|<£:} 
+ P{IZ„-Y„1>e} (1.20) 
' n n ' 
£ P{Y^ < x+e,B} + P{| z^-Y^|>e}. (1.21) 
Now taking lim sup of expressions (1.19) and (1.21), the 
last inequality of (1.18) is obtained as follows: 
lim P { Z  <x, B }  <  F ( X + £ ) P { B} + lim P { | z ^ - Y ^ | > E }  
n-><» 
<  F ( X ) P { B }  +  r\, (1.22) 
9 
where the last inequality of (1.22) follows in view of the 
selection of e and the fact that Z_-Y_ ? 0. 
n n n 
To obtain the LHS of (1.18) we proceed as follows: 
Expression (1.19) is bounded below by 
P{(Zn-Yn) + Yn 1 ^''V^nl < (1.23) 
> P{Y^ < x-e, B,1z^-Y^| < e} (1.24) 
> P{Yj^ < x-e,B} - P{ jz^-Y^I > e}. (1.25) 
Now, taking lim inf of expressions (1.19) and (1.25), 
lim P{Z„ < x, B }  >  F(x- E ) P { B }  >  F ( X ) P { B }  -  N .  (1.26) 
n^oo 
Expressions (1.25) and (1.26) follow, respectively, in 
view of P{ABC} = P{AB} - Pr{ABC^} > P{AB} - P{C^}, and the 
selection of e and the fact that Z -Y $ 0. 
n n n 
One immediate conclusion that may be drawn from Lemma 
1.1 is that, if X 5 K, where K is a constant, then {X„} is 
mm m 
mixing. That this is so follows by observing that the 
constant sequence is mixing. 
The complete proof of the next lemma can be found in the 
discussion preceding Renyi's (1958) Corollary 2. However, 
the basic idea is as follows; If there did exist a non-
degenerate 0 such that Y^ 5 0,, then, by the mixing property, 
0 would have to be independent of itself. But a random 
10 
variable is independent of itself if and only if it is a 
constant. Hence we are led to a contradiction and the result 
of Lemma 1.2 is proven. 
Lemma 1.2 (Renyi) : Let be a mixing sequence of random 
variables with a nondegenerate limit distribution. Then 
there is no random variable 6 such that Y ? 9'. 
n n 
Before giving the next lemma it is interesting to note 
that Lemma 1.1 and Lemma 1.2 partition the set of all se­
quences which converge in probability into two groups. The 
first contains sequences that are mixing and converge in 
probability to a constant, and the second sequences that are 
not mixing and converge in probability to a nondegenerate 
random variable. 
Lemma 1.3; Let {Y^} be a mixing sequence of random vari­
ables with Y^ F, and let f(*) be a measurable function on 
the reals. If is the set of discontinuities of f(») 
and P{Dp} = 0 then {f(Y^)} is mixing. 
Proof ; Theorem 5.1 of Billingsley (1968) asserts that 
f(Y^) 4 Ff ^ where Ff ^ is the distribution function of the 
random variable f(Y) when Y has distribution function F. 
Now, for any Bex with P{B} >0, the sequence {f(Y^)|B} may be 
thought of as random variables on the probability space 
(Bnfl, Bnx, P/P{B}). Hence, Billingsley's theorem may 
11 
be applied to show f( Y ^ ) ] B  I  Ff and thus {f(Y^)} is 
mixing. 
Theorem 1.3 will now be given with an indication of its 
proof. 
Theorem 1.3 (Renyi); Let {Y^} be an iid sequence with E[Y^] = 
o m 
0 and E[Y, ] =1. Define {X } = { Z Y./viri} and let {N } be 
m 
a sequence such that N^/r ^ 0, where 9 is a positive discrete 
random variable. Then X„ i . 
"r ' 
The proof of Theorem 1.3 is obtained by observing that: 
(1) Condition 1.1 is satisfied by {X^}^ (2) Theorem 1.2 can 
be used to show {X^} is mixing, (3) Condition 1.1 enables one 
P to show X^ - J O, where [•] denotes the integer part, 
and (4) {X^} mixing implies X^^g^ & F. 
Richter (1965a), recognizing the essentials of the last 
argument, formulated the following theorem. 
Theorem 1.4 (Richter): Suppose that the sequence {X^} is 
mixing with X_ ^ F, and satisfies Condition 1.1, and let 
mm 
the sequence {N^} be such that N^r 5 0, where 0 is a posi­
tive discrete random variable. Then X^ & F. 
The requirement of convergence in probability of {N^/r.} 
may seem excessive and it may be thought that the weaker 
assumption of convergence in distribution can replace it. 
But this is not the case, as Example 1.2 shows. 
12 
Example 1.2 (Renyi); Assume the situation of Example 1.1. 
Now 
1. {X } satisfies Condition 1.1. 
m 
2. {X } is mixing. 
m 
3. {N^/r} converges in distribution, with limiting 
distribution function 
0 if X < 1 
G(x) =(1/2 if 1<^ X < 2 
1 if X 2 2. 
4. {N^/r} does not converge in probability: Apply 
Lemma 1.3 by observing 
fl if X > 0 
N /r = f(X ) = ( 
^ 1^2 if X^ < 0 
and then apply Lemma 1.2. 
5. ^ 4-
r 
In Theorem 3 of Mogyorodi (1962) the conclusion of 
Theorem 1.3 is extended to the case 9 a positive continuous 
random variable. In so doing, Mogyorodi develops the fol­
lowing Kolmogorov-type inequality. This inequality bounds 
the probabilities of the excesses of the normalized partial 
sums of iid summands joint with fixed events, these fixed 
events being intended, in particular, to pertain to 
excesses of 0: 
13 
^^T<k<nl A} < 3/PtAl , n > nQ(X,A). (1.27) 
It is this inequality, along with the mixing property of the 
normalized sxoms, {X^}, of iid summands which gives r 
Blxim, Hanson, and Rosenblatt (1962) also obtained Mogyorodi's 
result. 
The generalization of Mogyorodi's Theorem 3 to arbitrary 
sequences, {X^}, X^ i F, did not come about until Richter 
(1965b, 1965c) recognized the fact that the key element of 
the case N^/r $ 8 in Mogyorodi's treatment of the iid case 
had been the control of excesses of {X^}, joint with fixed 
events, and extended this idea from normalized partial sums 
of iid summands to mixing sequences. In particular, he 
showed that Condition 1.2 below, together with the mixing 
property of {X^}, are sufficient for X^ ^ F. 
Condition 1.2a (Richter) ; For any £>0, ri>0 and Aex where 
P{A} > 0, there exists a ô>0, not depending on A, and an 
integer m^ such that, when m ^ m^, 
P{jX^-X^j > e for some n)|m-n| ^  m5|A} < q. (1.28a) 
An important feature of Condition 1.2a is that the value 
of Ô does not depend on the fixed event A. Mogyorodi (1967), 
notwithstanding his own prior work, failed to notice this 
feature and erroneously (Guiasu, 1971) attempted to replace 
14 
Condition 1.2a with Condition 1.1. That this cannot indeed 
be done is indicated by the following example, originally 
proposed by Richter (1965a) for a somewhat different 
purpose (see Example 1.4 below). 
Example 1.3; Select as the probability space the interval 
[0,1] under Lebesque measure, and let m be represented in 
the form 2^+j, where 0 < j < 2^-1. Define 
^m 
1 if j2 < w < (j+l)2 
0 otherwise 
and 
= min{k;k ^  2^ and = 1}. 
Now 
1- I 0-
2. {X^} is mixing, by Lemma 1.1. 
3. {X^} satisfies Condition 1.1. 
4. N^/2^ I+l, where I is the identity function on 
[0,1]. 
5. X^ 4 1 since, in fact, X^ =1 with probability one 
for all r. 
Guiasu (1971) recognized that the events A of Condition 
1.2a are intended to describe the limiting behavior of 
{N^r}, i.e., pertaining to excesses of 0, and thus explicitly 
15 
restricted them accordingly: AeXg where Xg is the a-algebra 
generated by 0. 
Condition 1.2b (Guiasu) ; For any e>0, T I > 0  and AeXg where 
P{A} > 0, there exists a ô>0, not depending on A, and an 
integer such that, when m ^ 
P{|X^-X^[ > e for some nj|m-n| ^ mô |A} < n. (1.28b) 
The next significant departure is Billingsley (1962, 
1968), who introduced new methodology and broadened results 
in the area from the reals to function space. Though the 
latter sorts of results will not be considered in this thesis, 
it nevertheless is true that some of Billingsley's tools, in 
particular C-space formulations and use of ^ -mixing, allow 
improved results of the classical type, in particular 
Theorem 2.3 and 2.4 of Chapter II. 
In order to discuss these results, it is useful to first 
introduce some terminology and results pertaining to C-
space, the space of continuous functions on [0,1], and to 
the concept of (j)-mixing. 
Let C be the topological space of continuous functions 
on [0,1], with the uniform topology, i.e., the topology 
corresponding to the metric: 
p(x,y) = sup|x(t)-y (t) I . 
t 
Furthermore, let C* be the a-algebra generated by the open 
16 
sets of the above topology. 
Definition 1.2 (Billingsley); A sequence {v^} of probability 
measures on C is tight if, for any E>0, there exists a com­
pact set K* such that P,, {K*}>l-e for all v_ in {v_}. 
n 
The concept of tightness is elucidated by the charac­
terization in Theorem 8.2 of Billingsley (1968), stated below 
as Theorem 1.5. 
Definition 1.3 (Billingsley); The modulus of continuity of 
an element x of C is 
w(x,ô) = sup |x(s)-x(t)|, 0<ô_<l. 
Is-tI<6 
Theorem 1.5 (Billingsley): The sequence {v^} of probability 
measures on C is tight if and only if these two conditions 
hold: 
(1) For any n>0, there exists an a such that 
{x: |x(0) I > a} _< n, n > 1. 
n 
(2) For any e>0 and n>0, there exists a 6, with 0<6<1, 
and an integer n^ such that 
P „  {x;w(x, ô )  >  e }  <  n ,  n > n^. 
V — — — u 
n 
Thus a sequence of measures is tight if functions which 
oscillate violently receive little or no probability for all 
but a finite number of measures of the sequence. 
17 
Definition 1.4 (Billingsley); Let the sequence and v 
be probability measures on C. Then {v^} converges weakly 
to V v), if 
for any bounded continuous real function, f (•) • 
Necessary and sufficient conditions for v^-»- v on C were 
obtained by Prohorov (1956). The following version of 
Prohorov's results is obtained by combining Theorem 2.1 
of Billingsley (1962) and Theorem 1.5. 
Theorem 1.6 (Billingsley); Let {v^} and v be probability 
measures on C. Then v ->v if and only if these two condi-
n 
tions hold; 
(1) For any integer d and real numbers a^...a^ define 
ga(a^, — ,a^) 5 P^{x;x(i/d) < i=l, — ,d}. 
Then, for any CP (a^,—,a^) of g^, 
lim P {x;x(i/c) a. , l£i£c} = g(a, ,...,a ). 
n-i-oo X c 
(2) The sequence of measures {v^} is tight. 
We shall now focus our attention on the situation 
where the sequence of measures {v^} are formed in the 
following special way: 
18 
Let {Y\} be a stationary sequence of random variables and 
define 
nt [nt] 
Snt/>^ = Yi+(nt-[nt])Y[nt]+i)//n, (i.29) 
i—1 i=l 
where 0_<t£l and [•] denotes the integer part. Now, for 
each n, expression (1.29) defines a function from 0 to C 
which is measurable (Billingsley 1968); thus, for each n, 
there exists a probability measure on C, P^, induced by 
(1.29) . 
Definition 1.5 (Billingsley); The sequence {Y^} satisfies 
the invariance principle with norming factor /n if W, 
where W denotes Wiener measure. 
Theorem 1.6 may now be restated in the following useful 
form. 
Theorem 1.7 (Billingsley): The sequence {Y^} satisfies the 
invariance principle with norming factor /n if and only if 
these two conditions hold: 
(1) For any integer d 
ni» ^^(^[in/d] " ^  [ (i-1)n/d] ^ - ^i' 
d 
= n 0 (a. ). 
i=l ^ 
(2) For any e>0 and n>0 there exists a 5>0 and an 
integer n^ such that if n ng then 
19 
P { | j - k | < n « I S j - S k l  >  e  / = )  <  n .  
j,k <n 
Condition (2) of Theorem 1.7 is used by Billingsley 
(1962) to show that normalized partial sums satisfying 
the invariance principle also satisfy Condition 1.1. It is 
of interest to note that the.approach taken by Billingsley 
does not seem to work in showing that the invariance principle 
implies Condition 1.2. The method appears to break down 
because of the required functional independence of the event 
A and constant 6 in Condition 1.2. 
Billingsley (1968) now casts the problem of randomly 
stopped normalized partial sums satisfying the invariance 
principle in the following new way: Define as in relation 
(1.29) and view the entire process in C. The main result of 
Billingsley (1968) is that under mild conditions, if ->• W 
then ^ W, where P^ is the probability measure on C in­
duced by . These results will now be stated as they per-
r 
tain to the classical situation; for this we need the fol­
lowing definition; 
Definition 1.6 (Billingsley) ; The stationary sequence {Y^} 
is ^-mixing if there exists a positive function, <P(-)f such 
that (f) (n) ^  0 and 
|P{AB} - P{A}.P{B}|< *(n)P{A} 
for any A and B which are members of the a-algebra generated 
by and Y^^^... respectively. 
20 
The following theorem is a special case of Billingsley's 
(1968) Theorem 20.3, and a generalization of Mogyorodi's 
(1962) Theorem 3. 
Theorem 1.8 (Billingsley); Suppose that the stationary 
1/2 
sequence {Y.} is ^-mixing with Z #(n) ^ <<» and that E[Y, ] = 0 
2 n=l 
and E[Y^ ] < oo. Then the series 
2 2 
a = E[Yt ] + 2 Z E[Y,Y^] 
^ n=2 ^ * 
converges absolutely, and 
n 9 9 
lim E[{ Z Y^//K) ] = a . 
n-)-oo i=l 
2 ^ T 
Furthermore, if a >0 and {X } = { Z Y.//ma}, then X # $. in « m JL xn ill 1=1 
Also, if {N^r} converges in probability to 0, where 6 is a 
positive random variable, then X^ ^ 0. 
Remark 1.1: In Chapter II {X } of Theorem 1.8 will be seen 
m 
to be mixing, by an application of Theorem 2.5 (cf. Remark 
2.5). 
The most recent papers, to the author's knowledge, that 
address the problem of stopping with random indices are by 
Fischler (1976) and Aldous (1978). Both of these papers 
use the concept of stable sequences, a generalization of 
mixing sequences. The concept of a stable sequence is not 
dealt with in the present thesis. 
The literature discussed so far features a balancing of 
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severity of conditions placed respectively on the sequence to 
be stopped, , and the stopping sequence, {N^}. Typical 
conditions on {N^} have been that {N^/r} converge in 
probability to a constant, K, or a random variable, 0, of a 
variety of structures, together with corresponding conditions 
on {X^}. 
The literature further contains instances of the above 
balancing, in that the following two weak conditions are placed 
on {N^}, along with correspondingly strong conditions on {X^}: 
or S For example, Richter (1965a) addressed 
such formulations by strengthening assumptions on {X^} and 
weakening those on {N^}; he showed that; 
(a) X^ X and «> implies X^ X; 
(b) X^ X and | implies X^j | X. 
He also exhibited counter-examples that show that: 
(c) X^ S X and 0° need not imply X^ ^ X; 
(d) X^ X and § <» need not imply X^ X. 
Proofs of (a) and (b) may be constructed by observing 
that probabilities concerning X^ can be bounded by probabili­
ties concerning suitably growing sets of X^'s, of the type 
appearing in relations (1.4), (1.27), and (1.28a or 1.28b). 
Examples for (c) and (d), due to Richter (1965a), will 
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now be given. 
Example 1.4 (Richter); Assume the same situation as in 
Example 1.3. Then X ^ 0, but X 0. Furthermore 
mm m m 'm 
"r 4*' ^ 4*' 1-
r 
Example 1.5 (Richter); Select the probability space as in 
Example 1.3, let m be represented in the form m = 2^+j, 
0<j<2^-l, and let r be of the form r = 2^+s, 0<s<2^-l. 
Define 
n"l if j2 * < w< (l+j)2 ^ 
X = ' 
m ] 0 otherwise. 
and 
1 if s2"t < w < (l+s)2~^ 
min{k:k ^  2^ and X^>0} otherwise. 
Now 
(2) N 5 00^ but N oo. 
(3) 2 0, but X^ 0, since 
fl if s2"t < < (i+s)2"t 
% = l'-' r otherwise. 
Case (c) above was further investigated by Mogyorodi 
m 
(1965) for the situation {X } = { E Y . / m } ,  where the Y.'s 
m i^l 1 1 
are iid, and X § 0. He shows that, if N /r § 6, where 0 is 
mm r r 
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a positive random variable, then ^ 0. In general, one 
cannot make this assertion for arbitrary sequences as the 
following example shows. 
Example 1.6; Select the probability space as in Example 
1.3, let m be of the form 100^ + j, 0<j£99(100^)-1, and let 
j = k2^+t, 0<t£2^-l and 0£k_<99 (50^)-1. Define to be one 
if m£99 and 
1 if t2 P< 0) <(t+l)2 ^ 
0 otherwise 
for m ^ 100. 
Furthermore, define 
= min{k;k ^ r and = 1}. 
Now 
<! '  1  »•  
(2) N^/r 5 1. 
(3) Xjg 1, since X^ =1 with probability one 
for each r. 
Pursuing this notion of the balancing of conditions 
on {X^} and on {N^}, the reader will note that Anscombe in­
sures Xjj i F by using the strong condition on {N^} that 
Nj,/r 5 K, and a weak "local tightness" condition on {X^}. 
Most of the other authors, on the other hand, weaken the 
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assumption on {N^} to N^/r 5 e, balancing this weakening 
by strengthening the assumption on {X^} by requiring {X^} 
to be mixing, and to satisfy a suitably strengthened "local 
tightness" condition. 
There is a common theme to both approaches, that becomes 
evident through the following two lemmas (Billingsley 1968 
and Renyi 1958). 
Lemma 1.4 (Billingsley); Let the sequences of random vari­
ables {X } and {Y } be such that X & F and Y & G, where 
m n mm n n 
G is the distribution function of the constant K. Then 
Lemma 1.5 (Renyi); Let the sequence of random variables {X^} 
be mixing, and let Z be any random variable with distribution 
function G. Then 
(X^,Z) & F-G. (1.31a) 
The proof of Lemma 1.4 follows by replacing Y^ with K 
because Y $ K, and the proof of Lemma 1.5 follows from the 
mm 
mixing of {X^} and the fact that {Z£z} e x -
Suppose that {Z^} is a sequence such that Z^ ^  Z; then, 
by the fact that every subsequence of {Z^} and {Y^} con­
verges in probability to Z and K respectively, and with a 
slight abuse of notation, relation (1.30a) becomes 
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5TS F-G-' 
and relation (1.31a) becomes 
<=m'2n) F-G. (l-31b) 
The common theme is now clear: (1) {X^} need to possess 
some type of "local tightness", and (2) in view of relations 
1.30b and 1.31b, {X^} and {N^/r} need be "asymptotically 
independent" in some suitable sense. 
This theme will be pursued in the next chapter. 
B. Statistical Background 
Before outlining the particular statistical problem to 
be considered in Chapter III, the author notes that the 
theory reviewed in Chapter I.A, and to be developed in 
Chapter II, can be applied to any statistic which is 
asymptotically equivalent to the mean of iid samples. 
Anscombe (1952) notes that all statistics in general use, 
except ranges and extrema, are of this type. In particular, 
Anscombe shows that, under suitable regularity conditions, 
maximum-likelihood and quantile or interquantile range esti­
mates obtained from iid samples are of this type. Further­
more, Anscombe (1952) shows that, under suitable conditions, 
the range and extrema from iid samples, when properly 
normalized, satisfy Condition 1.1, and hence are covered by 
Theorem 1.1. The question of whether range and extrema can 
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also be treated under the assumptions of mixing and convergence 
in probability is addressed by Barndorff-Nielsen (1964) and 
Galambos (1973). Whether Chapter II methodology can be 
applied to such statistics has not been investigated in detail, 
although preliminary thoughts on the matter suggest that 
such is the case. 
The statistical problem considered in Chapter III is 
the following: Let there be available for sampling two 
independent populations, denoted by X and Y, with common 
2 2 
mean, li, and different variances, and a y . Suppose it 
is desired to sequentially construct a confidence interval 
for y while, in so doing, sampling as few as possible 
observations from the population with the larger variance, 
and at the same time keeping the total sample size small. 
Any sequential rule for this problem will need to consist 
of the following : 
Al) a terminal decision rule, which provides the 
confidence interval for y ; 
A2) a sampling rule, which determines whether the "next" 
observation is to come from X or Y; 
A3) a stopping rule, which determines when sampling 
is to be stopped. 
A problem related to the problem considered in Chapter 
III is treated by Bobbins and Siegmund (1974). They consider 
sequentially testing which of two normal populations with 
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common variance has smaller mean, while in so doing sampling 
relatively little from the population with larger mean. A 
class of SPRT's is developed, which depend only on a maximal 
invariantly sufficient statistic, X-Y. Furthermore, it is 
shown that the errors of the first and second type are 
essentially independent of the sampling rule used. 
We note the formal analogy between Robbins and Siegmund's 
emphasis on sampling more intensely the population with 
smaller mean, as an end in its own right, and our emphasis 
on sampling more intensely, with a view to the ultimate 
confidence interval for y/ the population with smaller 
variance. 
For purposes of this thesis, (Al) is settled by using 
the interval 
± C/S^n 
when m and n observations are taken from population X and 
2 2 Y, where (X^, S„ ) and Y„, „) are the sample means and Xtl A/Itl li L fTi 
variances from population X and Y, respectively. The confi­
dence interval given in expression (1.32) has been chosen 
not only because y is the sample version of the best linear 
unbiased estimate but because of the work of Norwood and 
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Hinkelmann (1977), which shows, under the assumption of 
normality, that if the number of observations on both popu­
lations exceeds nine, or if one population has nine observa-
smaller variance than either X or Y. Furthermore, it shall 
be established by the work of Chapter II and its extension 
in Chapter III that for a wide variety of sampling plans 
the asymptotic coverage of the confidence interval given in 
expression (1.32) is 1-a. 
Invariance, sufficiency and likelihood are recommended 
for dealing with (A2) and (A3). These recommendations lead 
in Chapter III to a certain heuristic family of rules in the 
case of normality. These rules are shown in Chapter III to 
possess the asymptotic coverage property mentioned above, 
and also, essentially property (1.36) below. 
In an attempt to appraise how well a particular plan 
gives: (1) small expected length for the confidence inter­
val (i.e., sampling as little as possible from the population 
with the larger variance), and (2) small total expected sample 
size, the following two expectations should be considered; 
tions and the other more than 17, then y has uniformly 
1 (1.33) 
r 
+ VSy,N, 
r 
and 
E(M^ + N^). (1.34) 
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Also, if the two variances are known, then the optimal action 
would be to sample solely from the population with the 
smaller variance, so that 
M^/N^ = 0, 1 or œ (1.35) 
depending on whether = a^, or a^<ay. Presumably, 
therefore, good rules will satisfy 
E(M ) 
E{iry r O'l' (1-36) 
A brief review of relevant prior work shall now be 
given. 
In an early paper, Dantzig (1940) shows that there exists 
no fixed sample test of Student's Hypothesis, given below in 
Problem 1.1, having a power function independent of a. 
Problem 1.1 (One-sided Student's Hypothesis); Let ^^'''^n 
be independent, each being normal with E[X^] = u and 
Var[X^] = 0^. Test the following: 
Hq: y £ 0 vs. H^: u > 0. (1.37) 
The problem of finding a test whose power function is 
independent of o is equivalent to finding a critical region, 
ECÎÎ, such that the value of the power function, P(a)eE|y,0), 
for any fixed y is independent of the value of ct. Dantzig 
shows that, if a test of the one-sided Student's Hypothesis 
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exists whose power does not depend on a, then it also does 
not depend on y. Thus, the only tests which have the 
desired property are those which reject with the same 
frequency, no matter what the values of y and a. This 
result was believed by Dantzig to strengthen the claim 
that it is impossible to improve on the test originally 
suggested by Student. 
The area of sequential tests of hypotheses has to a 
large extent been dominated by the work of Wald (1945, 1947). 
This work of Wald shows how the Neyman-Pearson methodology 
for tests of hypotheses with fixed sample size can be 
utilized in the formation of a sequential probability 
ratio test, SPRT, which typically results in substantial 
economies of sampling. In addition, essentially no power or 
size computations need be carried out for the SPRT, unlike 
the case of the Neyman-Pearson theory for fixed sample sizes, 
where null and alternate distributions of the test statistic 
need to be determined. However, if one is interested in more 
than just controlling the errors of the first and second 
type, e.g., the number of observations required to perform 
the SPRT, then a distribution problem does arise. 
Perhaps motivated by Dantzig (1940) and Wald (1945), 
Stein (1945) introduced a two-stage sampling rule for the 
test of Student's Hypothesis whose power is independent of a. 
A direct consequence of Stein's two stage procedure, as Stein 
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points out, is that the problem of constructing a fixed length 
confidence interval for the mean of a normal population with 
unknown variance can also be solved (cf. Problem 1.2 below). 
We shall return to the problem of constructing a fixed length 
confidence interval, in connection with the observation that 
Stein's procedure only uses the data acquired during the 
2 first stage of sampling to estimate a . However, it should 
be pointed out that Stein's main purpose was to construct a 
nontrivial test with a power function independent of a, and 
not to construct an optimum such test. 
In attempting to test a statistical hypothesis, either 
by a fixed or sequential method, there is always the question 
how to deal with nuisance parameters. This issue is relevant 
for us since we intend to deal with (A2) and (A3) in the guise 
of a test of a^/a^>l vs. a.^/Oy<l, with y as the nuisance 
parameter. One reasonable way to deal with this problem is 
to invoke the principle of invariance, of which a general 
formulation is given by Hunt and Stein, as cited in Blyth 
(ca. 1958). 
A brief review of the ideas involved in the principle 
of invariance will now be given; for this purpose the lecture 
notes of Lehman, as recorded by Blyth (ca. 1958), and Lehmann 
(1959) will be used. 
The problem of testing Student's Hypothesis provides a 
natural context for illustrating the usefulness of the 
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principle of invariance. In this situation it is not un­
reasonable to require that the test which is ultimately 
decided upon should not depend on the scale used to measure 
the observations. Thus it is reasonable to restrict atten­
tion to only those tests which remain invariant under changes 
in scale. The principle of invariance is just the 
statisticizing of this idea. 
Let X be a random vector, in R , with probability 
distribution Pg, 0e0, and let G be a group of 1-1 transfer-
ïc îc 
mations from R onto R . For any geG define gX = gx when 
X = X, and suppose gX has probability distribution Pg,, 
6'e0. If one defines g6 = 0', then the invariance of 0 
under G is defined as follows: 
Definition 1.7 (Lehman): 0 is invariant under G if, for all 
geG, g0e0 for all 0e0, and if for any 0'e0 there exists a 
0£0 such that g0 = 0'. 
The following theorem assures that if 
G ={g: gX has distribution P—q when X has distribution 
Pg and geG} 
then G is a group of 1-1 transformations from 0 onto 0. 
Theorem 1.9 (Lehmann); Let 0 be invariant under G, and let 
G be defined by relation (1.37). Then G is a group. 
The sense in which a testing problem is invariant under 
G is now given. 
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Definition 1.8 (Lehmann): The problem of testing 
against H,: GeG-G is invariant under G if 0 and 0 are 1 o o 
invariant under G. 
Thus, whether we use X or gX, we are essentially testing 
the same hypothesis. Since this is the case it seems reason­
able to require that a test, (p, behave the same, i.e., (p, 
which is just a statistic with range the interval [0,1], 
should be invariant under G. This idea of a statistic being 
invariant under G is now made precise. 
Definition 1.9 (Lehmann): The statistic T(x) is invariant 
under G if 
T(gx) = T(x) for all xeR^ and geG. (1.38) 
Theorem 1.9 assures us that G is a group; therefore, in 
a fashion analogous to Definition 1.9, one can define a 
function V(6) to be invariant under G. The usefulness of 
this is seen in the following theorem. However, first we 
need to introduce the concept of maximal invariant. 
Definition 1.10 (Lehmann); The statistic T(x) is maximal 
invariant under G if T (x) is invariant under G and 
T(x^) = TCxg) implies x^ = gx^ for some geG. (1.39) 
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Theorem 1.10 (Lehmann): Let T(x) be invariant under G, and 
let V(9) be maximal invariant under G. Then the distribu­
tion of T(x) depends only on V(6). 
In attempting to construct the best invariant test the 
following theorem is useful. 
Theorem 1.11 (Lehmann); Let T(x) be a maximal invariant 
under G. Then the statistic S (x) is invariant if and only 
if S{x) depends on x only through T{x). 
Often it is the case that it is possible to obtain 
the maximal invariant statistic in a number of steps; each 
step corresponding to a subgroup of G. The question of when 
this step-by-step procedure is allowed is covered in general 
by Lehmann (1959). For the purposes of this thesis it is 
necessary to only consider the situations where G is the 
group of affine transformations, 
G = {g:g(x) = ax+b, -<»<a, b<m, a^O}, (1.40) 
and to note that, in this situation, one may indeed first 
find the maximal invariant under the group of all location 
changes, and then the maximal invariant under the group of 
all scale changes (Blyth ca. 1958). 
As mentioned above, another major principle of data 
reduction, besides the principle of invariance, to be used 
in conjunction with (A2) and (A3), is the principle of suf­
ficiency. Indeed, if the principle of invariance has first 
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been applied to obtain a maximal invariant statistic, the 
principle of sufficiency then calls for a maximal invariantly 
sufficient statistic. In many situations the process of 
obtaining such a statistic can be tedious, if not difficult. 
The following question then arises: When is it possible to 
take the easier route of first obtaining a sufficient statis­
tic, and then applying the principle of invariance obtain a 
maximal invariantly sufficient statistic? This question is 
treated in great detail by Hall, Wijsman and Ghosh (1965). 
For the purposes of this thesis it is enough to investigate 
this question under the following assumptions: 
Bl p* = {Pg: 6e0} is a dominated family; 
B2 G is the group defined by relation (1.40); 
B3 if S(x) is any sufficient then S(x) = S(x') implies 
S(gx) = S(gx'). 
This last assumption implies that G induces a group Gg 
of transformations g^ on S* where S* is the sample space of 
S(x), and g^ is defined by 
ggS(x) = S(gx). (1.41) 
Theorem 1.12, preceded by two definitions, now estab­
lishes the validity of the easier route. 
Definition 1.11 (Lehmann); A statistic T^(x) is equivalent to 
an invariant statistic if there exists an invariant statistic 
T2 (x) such that T^(x) = ^ ^(x) for all x except possibly on a 
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P*- null set N. 
Definition 1.12 (Lehmann): A statistic T(x) is almost in­
variant under G if T(g(x)) = T(x) for all xeR^ - N^, g G 
where the exceptional g*- null set, N^, is permitted to depend 
on g. 
Theorem 1.12 (Hall et al.); Let every almost invariant 
statistic on S* be equivalent to an invariant statistic, and 
let U(S) be the maximal invariant on S* under G^. Then V(x) = 
U(S(x)) is a maximal invariantly sufficient statistic. 
It remains to verify the assumptions of Theorem 1.12 
for our particular problem. This end is served by Theorem 
1.13, which represents a paraphrasing of Theorem 4 in Chapter 
6 of Lehmann (1959), giving sufficient conditions under which 
an almost invariant statistic is equivalent to an invariant 
statistic, together with Lehmann's comments, concerning 
simplifications possible under (El). 
Theorem 1.13 (Lehmann); Let G be a group of 1-1 trans-
formations on R of the form y = f(x,T) where T ranges over 
a set of positive measures in R^ with a - algebra B*, and 
f (*,•) is a measurable function. Furthermore suppose that 
there exists a a-finite measure v over G such that BeB* 
and v(B) = 0 implies v(Bg) = 0 for all geG. Then any 
statistic that is almost invariant under G is equivalent to 
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an invariant statistic. 
The conclusions of Theorem 1.13 will hold if one can 
exhibit a a-finite measure v such that 
v(Bg) = v(B) for all geG and BeB*, (1.42) 
since every statistic on S* can also be thought of as a 
statistic on R • It is noted by Lehmann (1959) that the 
existence of such a right invariant measure is assured 
by the theory of Haar measure for a large class of groups. 
In particular if G is defined by relation (1.40), the author 
notes that the measure v can be defined by 
—^ dxdy, BeB*. (1.43) V (B) = 
B 
It seems appropriate to recall at this point certain 
other elements of the literature of sequential estimation 
somewhat less relevant to the topic of this thesis. In 
particular, two problems will be recalled: 
Problem 1.2 (Fixed Length Confidence Interval for yi) ; Let 
X,...X be independent, each X. being distributed normal with J. II X 
2 E[X^] = y and Var[X^] = o . Construct the confidence 
interval (X^-d, X^+d) for y, where d is some predetermined 
positive constant, and the confidence coefficient is desired 
to be 1-a for all possible y and a. 
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Problem 1.3 (Point Estimate of u): Assume the same situa­
tion as in Problem 1.2. Estimate y by where the loss 
incurred, for simplicity, is 
A(X^-y)^ + cn, (1.44) 
and where A>0 and c is cost per unit sample. It is desired 
to minimize the expected loss, risk, for all possible u 
and a. 
Neither Problem 1.2 or 1.3 can be solved by fixed 
sample procedures. This is seen for Problem 1.2 by observing 
that the probability of coverage for a given y, o and fixed 
n is 
P{ | x ^-ia|£d} = P{/n| x ^-ii|/a < /n d/a}= 20 (-!^^^) - 1, 
(1.45) 
where: (1) the right hand side (RHS) of relation (1.45) tends 
to zero as a tends to infinity, and (2) the required sample 
2 2 2 
size, if a were known, is seen to be greater than /d . 
For Problem 1.3 if a is known then it is easily shown 
that the risk is 
Aa^/n + cn (1.46) 
and the optimal sample size is 
n* = (A/c)^/^a. (1.47) 
Again it is clear that for no fixed sample is there a pro­
cedure that minimizes risk simultaneously for all a. 
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As previously mentioned, a by-product of Stein's (1945) 
work was a two-stage procedure which attempted to solve 
Problem 1.2. The procedure is as follows: Let n > 2 be 
o — 
the initial sample size, and let the stopping time N be 
defined by 
N = max{n^,[a^ -l^n (1.48) 
o o 
where: (1) d is half length of the confidence interval, 
2 (2) is the sample variance determined from the first 
samples, and (3) a^ is the upper a/2 percentage point of 
Student's t distribution with n degrees of freedom. It can 
be shown (Ruben 1961) that this two-stage procedure is 
asymptotically consistent, lim P{|x.-yl£d} = 1-a, but that 
a+0 2 2 2 
it is not asymptotically efficient, i.e., lim E[N]/(Z /d ) 
d-»-0 
exceeds 1, rather than equalling 1. 
In an attempt to overcome the shortcomings of Stein's 
two-stage procedure for the fixed width confidence interval, 
Ray (1957) proposed the following: Select at least three 
observations, then stop at the smallest odd integer for which 
2 2 2 
n > a„ ,S /d ; the restriction to odd integers is a technical 
— n—J. n 
convenience. Computations were carried out to evaluate 
E[N] and P{ |Xj^-y |_<d} for various values of a and d. From 
these Ray concluded that the procedure was asymptotically 
efficient but not asymptotically consistent. Unfortunately, 
the claims of Ray regarding consistency were disproved by 
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Chow and Robbins (1965), and by Starr (1966a) who contributed 
an extensive computational study. 
To this author's knowledge the first work done on 
Problem 1.3 was by Robbins (1959), where the loss function 
considered was of the form 
A|X^-U| + n. (1.49) 
Later on, the same problem was considered by Starr (1966b) 
and Starr and Woodrofe (1968, 1969), where the loss func­
tion was 
Alx^-yi® + n^, (1.50) 
with s > 0, t > 0. For simplicity, the results will only be 
given for the loss structure given in relation (1.44). 
The stopping rule which was proposed is the following: 
N is the smallest integer, greater than two, for which 
n > (A/c)^/^ S^. (1.51) 
This procedure was shown to be asymptotically efficient and 
asymptotically risk efficient (Starr 1966b), and to have 
zero asymptotic risk regret, where all the asymptotic results 
pertain to the case c tending to zero, and where risk 
efficiency and risk regret are defined, respectively, by 
(AaVn* + en*)/(AE[ (X^-y)^] + cE[N]) = (1.52) 
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and 
& - n' (1.53) 
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II. RANDOM STOPPING UNDER ASYMPTOTIC INDEPENDENCE 
A. Definitions 
As indicated at the end of Chapter I.A, there appear 
to be two essential ingredients of limit theorems for ran­
domly stopped sequences. The first of these pertains to 
"local tightness" of the sequence to be stopped, ; such 
local tightness may for example hold in the sense of 
Condition 1.1, or, in the case of sequences subject to the in­
variance principle, in the sense of Theorem 1.7. The second 
ingredient pertains to asymptotic independence of {X^} and 
the normalized stopping time sequence, {N^r}. As indicated 
by relations (1.30b) and (1.31b), this second ingredient has 
in the past appeared implicitly through mixing properties 
of {X^} and the convergence in probability of {N^/r}. This 
chapter provides an approach for making the role of asymp­
totic independence explicit in its own right. It is natural 
in this context to invoke a modified Anscombe condition. 
Condition A given below. 
Randomly stopped sequences, {X^ }, are treated in 
r 
Chapter II.B, under Condition A and asymptotic inde­
pendence of {X^} and {N^/r}. Guiasu's (1971) Condition 1.2b 
is shown to imply Condition A when N^/r $ 6. Hence, because 
Guiasu (1971) showed that his formulation covered the then 
known results in the area (excluding Billingsley 1968), the 
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same can be said for the approach to be given below. In 
fact certain extensions are possible as well. 
The first extension, treated in Chapter II.C? is 
the specialization of to normalized partial sums subject 
to the invariance principle. Leaning on Billingsley (1962) 
it is shown that the invariance principle with norming 
factor /n implies Condition A. Thus, the results of 
Theorem 1.8 can be duplicated without intensive exploita­
tion of C-space methodology; because the sequences being 
considered in Theorem 1.8 are 0-mixing, and in fact, by 
Remark 1.1, mixing. 
The second extension is in fact to those cases where 
{N^/r} does not converge in probability, as long as a 
certain type of asymptotic independence applies. For the 
examples of Chapter II.D, {X^} and {N^r} are asymptotically 
independent, while {N^r} does not converge in probability, 
illustrating the present approach. 
The concept of asymptotic independence has been invoked 
by several authors; for example Billingsley (1968), David 
(1965), and Hudson and Tucker (1979) have defined it in the 
following fashion. 
Definition 2.1: The sequence pair ({X^}, {Y^}) is asymptotically 
independent with marginals F and G (a.i. [F,G]) if there exist 
distributions F and G such that (X^,Y^) ^ F-G. 
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The fact to note about Definition 2.1 is that the two 
sequences are being paired in only one way, and the asymp­
totic distribution for the pairing is assumed to be the 
product of the respective marginals. However, that 
asymptotic independence obtains for one pairing in no way 
assures that it obtains as well for other pairings, as the 
following example shows. 
Example 2.1; Let be a sequence of random variables 
such that the odd and even subsequences are iid unit-
normal . Furthermore, let 
®^^2i-1^2j^ ~ 
(2i-2j-l)/(2i+2j-l) if i^j 
0 otherwise. 
Now if {X^} and {Y_} are the odd and even subsequences of 
m n 
{Z^,} respectively, then ({X^}, ) are a.i. [$,$]. How­
ever, {(X^^Yg^)} converges in distribution to a bivariate 
normal with zero mean vector and variance-covariance matrix 
1 - 1/3 
- 1/3 1 
J  
In the situation where {X } is mixing and {Y } con-
m n 
verges in probability, asymptotic independence obtains 
for all pairings. That this is so follows because, for 
large n, Y^ can be replaced by Y, the random variable to 
which {Y^} converges. Thus, relations (1.30b) and (1.31b) 
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may be made precise by the following: 
(2.1) 
for any nondecreasing g(') and h(-) tending to infinity. 
However, this type of asymptotic independence is stronger 
than required for the majority of results mentioned in the 
preceding chapter. What is in fact required is given by 
the following definition. 
Definition 2.2; The ordered sequence pair ({X^},{y^})is 
strongly asymptotically independent with marginals F and G 
(s.a.i. [F,G]) if there exist distributions F and G such that 
({X[an]K {Y^}) is a.i. [F,G] for every a>0. 
This formulation of asymptotic independence does not 
appear to be well-documented in the literature. Also, Defi­
nition 2.2 is stated in a nonsymmetric manner because; 
(1) this is all that is required, and (2) a symmetric version 
would be more restrictive, as the following example shows. 
Example 2.2: Let {Z^,} be a sequence of random variables such 
that the odd and even subsequences are iid unit-normal. 
Furthermore, let 
1 if j = 2i+l 
0 otherwise. 
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Now if {Y^} and {X^} are the odd and even subsequences of 
{Zj^} respectively, then ^ ^ ^n^^ is s.a.i. [$,!>]. However, 
({Yn}f{Xi^}) is not s.a.i. [$,$], because the sequence 
{ (Y j.^^2]^ does not converge in distribution. 
The requirement of local tightness of the sequence 
{X^}, in a sense found useful in this thesis, is now made 
explicit, in terms of Condition A; given in Definition 
2.3. It will be noted that Condition A proposes a require­
ment of local tightness relative to a particular normalized 
stopping time sequence {N^r}. 
Definition 2.3; The sequence {X^} satisfies Condition A 
with respect to the sequence {N^/r} if, given 0<L£U<<», e>0 
and n>0, there exists 5>0 and r^ such that, when r>r^, 
P{|X^-Xj^ I >e for some ra ) |m-N^| < 6N^, N^/re[L,U]} < n. 
B. Inheritance of Asymptotic 
Independence 
Condition A fits naturally into the historical develop­
ment of ideas (other than those pertaining to weak convergence 
in C space; cf. Billingsley 1962, 1968) relevant to the case 
of an arbitrary limit random variable {N^/r}: to begin with, 
the usual probability inequalities pertaining to excesses 
of partial sums, whether of Kolmogorov type or of Anscombe 
type, were seen (Mogyorodi 1962 and Richter 1965b and 1965c) 
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to require modification, to allow the bounding of the proba­
bilities of such excesses joint with arbitrary fixed events. 
Guiasu (1971) then recognized that these events are in­
tended to describe the limiting behavior of {N^/r}, and thus 
explicitly restricted them accordingly. Condition A 
represents a further broadening of Guiasu's idea, natural 
when {N^r} converges in distribution only, as Theorem 2.1 
shows. 
Theorem 2.1: Let the sequence {X^} satisfy Condition 1.2b 
and let the sequence {N^} be such that N^/r 5 9. Then {X^} 
satisfies Condition A with respect to {N^/r}. 
Proof : Given 0<L£U«», e>0, and n>0 select: 
(a) 6' to be the ô assured by Condition 1.2b, with 
Guiasu's E and n replaced, respectively, by e/2 
and ri/2; 
(b) Ô such that ô<6'(L/U); 
(c) a partition (a^: i = o...k) of [L,U] at CP's a^ 
of the distribution of 6, and r^ such that, when 
r^r^ [r (a^_^+aj^)/2] (1-6 ' ) < raj^_^(l-6) and 
ra^(l+5) < (r (a^_j^+a^)/2] (1+6 • ) , i = l...k; 
(d) n^...nj^ such that n^ is the integer assured by 
Guiasu's Condition 1.2b, and beyond which relation 
(1.28b) holds with e and n replaced, respectively, 
by e/2 and r\/2, 6' as in (a), and 
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={w: 8(w)G[a^_^, a^]}; 
(e) in view of the convergence in probability of 
{N /r} to 6 (Lemma 1, Mogyorodi 1962), r, such 
^ k ^ 
that, when r > r. 2 Z P{APB. „}<n/2, where B,. = 
- 2 1 ir 
{to ;N^ ( to;/re , a^] } , i = l...k, and A^B denotes 
the symmetric difference. 
Now define = (a^_^+a^)/2, i = l...k. Then for 
r ^  max (r^,r2,max (n^. . .Hj^)/L) 
P{|x^-Xj^ I >e for some m>|m-N^| < ôN^, N^/re[L,U]} (2.2) 
k 
£ 2 P{|x^-Xj^ I >£ for some mjra^_^ (1-6) <m < ra^d+ô), 
N/re[ai_i,ai]} (2.3) 
k 
£ Z P{(x - X p  - I  >  e / 2  f o r  s o m e  m > ^  r a .  ( 1 - 6 )  < m < r a .  ( 1 + 6 )  ,  
L J i""X X 
N/re[ai_i,a^]}+Z Pllx^ -%[rm.]l > E/2, N^r e [a. _^,a. ] } 
i—1 r i 
(2.4) 
k 
£ 2 Z P{|x^-Xj.^^ J I > e/2 for some m)ra^_j^(ô-l)<m<ra^ (1+6) 
i=l i 
N^/re[a^_^,a^]} (2.5) 
k 
1 2.!TP{|%m-X[rm.]l > some 
X—1 1 
mHrm^] (1-S ' )  <m< [ rm^]  (1+6 '  ) f  Np/rE[a^_^,a^]}  (2.6)  
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k 
< 2 Z P{IX^-X 
- i=l ' ^ m [rmu] 
I > e/2 for some 
m^ [rm^] (1-6 ' ) <m< [rm^^] (1+6 ' ) , } 
k 
+  2  Z  P { A . O B .  
i=l ^ 
( 2 . 7 )  
< n ( 2 . 8 )  
Expressions ( 2 . 3 )  through ( 2 . 8 )  are obtained, respective­
ly, by applying the inclusion principle and (c), the fact 
that P{|x+y|>e} £ P{|x|>e/2} + P{|Y| > e/2}, the inclusion 
principle, (c), the inclusion principle, (d) and (e). 
The sense in which asymptotic independence is inheri­
ted from strong asymptotic independence is now made precise 
in Theorem 2.2, for which the following lemma is helpful. 
Lemma 2.1: Given 0<L£U<a> and 0<5<1. Then there exists a 
partition of [L,U] (i.e. there exist a^, a^,...aj^ such that 
L = a <a,...<a, = U) and an r such that when r>r_ and 
o— 1 — k o o 
= (a^_^+a^)/2 we have [rm^]e((1-6)rA, (l+6)rX) for any 
ÀE[a^_^,a^] for i = l...k. 
Proof : Select (a) k such that a^-a^_2<25L, and (b) r^ 
such that when r>rQ we have (a^-a^_2) + 2/r<2ôL for i = 
1...k. 
Now (a) implies rmu<(l+ô)ra^_^ and (b) implies 
(l-6)ra^<rm^-l for i = l...k. Thus we are able to write the 
following string of inequalities for any ÀE[a^_^,a^] for 
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i = l...k, (l-ô)rX < (l-ô)ra. < rm.-l < [rm.] < rm. < 
—  1  1  —  1 — 1  
(1+Ô)ra. , < (l+6)rA. 1—JL — 
Theorem 2.2; Consider the sequences {X^} and {N^} such that 
(1) ({X^}f {N^/r}) is s.a.i. [F,G], with G(0) = 0, and 
(2) {X^} satisfies Condition A with respect to {N^}. Then 
({X^ }/ {N^/r}) is a.i. [F,G]. 
Proof : It will be shown that, for any continuity point 
(CP) (x,y) of F'G. and for any TI>0, there exists an r^ 
such that, when r ^  r^, 
F(x)G(y) - TILP{X^ £ X, N^/R ±  y }  ±  F(x)G(y) + n. (2.9) 
r 
When (x,y) is a CP of F«G, x will be a CP of F when­
ever G(y)> 0, and similarly for G and F(x). Hence, when 
(x,y) is a CP of F,G., there are four cases to consider 
(keeping in mind in the case of (iv) that any cdf, in particu­
lar G, is continuous where it is zero): 
(i) F(x) > 0, G(y) > 0, X a CP, y a CP 
(ii) F(x) = 0, G(y) > 0, x a CP, y not necessarily 
a CP 
(iii) F(x) > 0, G(y) = 0, x not necessarily a CP, 
y a CP 
(iv) F(x) = 0, G(y) = 0, X a CP, y a CP. 
When G(y) = 0 and y is a CP, i.e., in cases (iii) and 
(iv) , relation (2.9) follows trivially from considering y 
alone. Case (i) is the essential case treated in detail 
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below. Case (ii) is treated as is case (i), by replacing the 
partitioned interval [L,y] in (d) below by an interval 
[L,y], y a CP of G greater than y. 
Considering now case (i), given TI>0, select: 
(a) e>0 such that |F(x')-F(x)| < n/4 when |x'-x| _< e; 
(b) a CP L of G, in (0,y), such that G(L) < n/4, and 
r^ such that, when r ^  r^, P{N^/re[0,L]} < n/4; 
(c) 0>0 and rg such that, when r ^ rg. Condition A is 
satisfied with U and n replaced, respectively, by 
y and n/4; 
(d) in view of Lemma 2.1, a partition (a^: i = 0...k) 
of [L,y], at CP's a^ of G, and r^ such that, when 
r > r^, [r (a^_j^+aj_)/2]e( (l-ô)rX, (1+6) 
rX) for any Ae[a^_^,a^], i = 1,2,...,k, 
(e) in view of the strong asymptotic independence of 
({X^}, {N^/r}), r^ such that, when r ^  r^, 
Now define m^ = (a^_^+a^)/2, i = l...k. Then, for r>rQ = 
_< jc + e, N^/rE[a^_^,a^]} - F(x+e)* 
1 •. . k • 
max (r,,r,,r,,r.) l'^2'^3' 4'' 
k 
+ P{N^/re[0,L]} (2.10) 
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k 
- + Nj./re , 
1—X 1 r 1 
jx^-Xj^ I £ e for ail m)|m-N^| < ôN^} 
r 
k 
+ Z P{X^ <x, N^/re[a^_^,a^], 
i=l r 
IX^-X^ I > e for some m3|m-N^| < ôN^} + n/4 (2.11) 
k 
< Z P{Xr , < X + e, N /re[a. wa. ]} + 2ri/4 (2.12) 
— i=l j — r i-x 1 
k 
< F(x+e) Z (G(a.)-G(a._T)) + 3n/4 = F(x+e)(G(y)-G(L)) 
i=l ^ ^ ^  
+ 3T]/4 < F(x+e)G(y)+3n/4 (2.13) 
< F(x)G(y) + n (2.14) 
Expressions (2.11) through (2.14) are obtained, respectively, 
by applying (b), (c) and (d), (e), and (a). 
To obtain the LHS of (2.9) we proceed as follows: 
k 
P{Xj^ <x, N^/r < y} > Z  P{X% <X, N^/re[a^_^,a^] 
r i—1 r 
|x^-X^ 1 < e for all |m-N^| < 6N^]} (2.15) 
i 1 X - E' Hr/rc'Si-l'Si'' 
1—X 1 
X^-X^ I < e for all m)|m-N^| < ÔN^} (2.16) 
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k 
1 1 x-E' Nj./re[aj^.j^,a.l} - P(|X^-X^| > e 
1=1 1 r 
for some m^|m-N^| < 6N^, N^/re[L,y]} (2.17) 
k 
y z P{X[rm.] - ^ - n/4 (2.18) 
1=1 1 
k 
> F(x-e) Z (G(a. )-G(a. ,)) - 2n/4 = F (x-e) (G(y)-G(L) )-2n/4 
— i =1 ^ i"-"-
^ (2.19) 
> F(x-E)G(y) - 3TI/4 (2.20) 
> F(x)G(y) - n. (2.21) 
Expressions (2.16) through (2.21) are obtained, respectively, 
by applying (d), the fact that P^A^B^C} = P{A^B^}- P{A^B^C^}^ 
P{AiBi} - P{B^cC}, (c), (e), (b), and (a). 
Remark 2.1; The marginal corollary of Theorem 2.2 that 
i F is the result that generalizes the typical prior 
results in the literature. 
C. Central Limit Theorem under Invariance 
and Strong Asymptotic Independence 
Theorem 2.2 gives the asymptotic independence of 
{X^ } and {N^/r}, as a consequence of Condition A and the 
strong asymptotic independence of ({X^}, {N^/r}). It is 
possible, when the X^ are in fact normalized partial sums 
m 
X = Z Y.//m, to substitute for Condition A the condition 
^ i=l ^ 
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that the {Y^} satisfy the invariance principle with norming 
factor /n. The validity of this substitution is demon­
strated in Theorem 2.3. 
Theorem 2.3: Let the random sequence {Y^} satisfy the in­
variance principle with norming factor and let the 
m 
sequence {N } be such that N /r 5 G. Then {X } ={-' Z Y.//m} 
3 -  3 7 3 -  i  1  
satisfies Condition A with respect to {N^}. 
n 
Proof; Define S_ = I  Y . ,  and recall Condition 2 of Theorem 
^ i=l ^ 
1.7 on {S^}: For any e>0 and ri>0 there exists a ô>0 and 
an integer n^ such that, when n ^  n^, 
P{max |S.-S, I > E/n} < n;. (2.22) |j-kl<nô ] k' -
j/k <n 
Billingsley (1962) shows that {S^} satisfies this condition-
also, an invariance paraphrasing of Erdos and Kac (1946) 
yields a distribution function such that 
|£>^ \/vn ^  
Thus, given 0<L£U<«>, e>0, and n>0 select; 
(a) ttg and n^ such that, when n ^  n^. 
max IS.I Z a,. (2.23) 
l<j<n ^ ^ ^ 
P{max |S. I > a.yiï} < n/2; 
l<j<n ] " 
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(b) Ôq < min (1/2, L/U) such that 
( ( L + U Ô Q ^ )  ( L - U 6 Q )  ) ^ / V C ( L + U Ô Q ^ ) ^ / ^ - ( L - U Ô Q ) ^ / ^ )  >  
2 a ^ i U + U S ^ f ^ ^ / e  7  
(c) ô in (0,(5q) and n^ such that, when n ^  n^, relation 
(2.22) holds with n and e replaced by T]/2 and 
1/2 
(E/2)((L - U6q)/(U + U Ôq)) respectively; 
(d) r^ = max(r^,r2), where r^ = n^/(U+U5) i = 1,2. 
Then, for r ^  r^, 
P{|S%//k - //N^I > s 
r 
for some |k-N^| _< N^ô, N^/re[L,U]} 
< P{|s%//k - S J / / J |  >  E 
for some k,j)|k-j| £ rUô and rL £ j £ rU} 
_< P{max IS. (l//ic-l//J) + (S,-S.)//k| > e} 
Ik-j|£r(U+Uô)ô ^ ] 
r(L-Uô)<j,k<r(U+Uô) (2.24) 
Using in (2.25a) the fact that j 1/(r (L-Uô) )^'^^ -
2 1/2 
l/(r(L+Uô )) I maximizes | l//x - l/i/y] for |x-y| _< 
r(U+U(S)6 and r(L-U6) ^  x, y r(U+Uô), expression (2.24) is 
bounded by 
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P{max I S.I > 
l<j<_r(U+U5) ^ 
( e-((L+Us2)(L_ua),l/2 ,(r(u+u6))l/:} (2.25a) 
2 ( (L+UÔ^^^^-(L-U6)^ )(U+U6)^^ 
+ P{max I S,-S . I > |k-j|<r(U+Uô)6 J 
k,j <r(U+U6) 
((|) (r(U+UÔ)^/^}. (2.25b) 
Finally, using conditions (a)-(c), expression (2.25) is 
bounded by 
P{max |S.I > an(r(U+U6)l/2} 
l<j<r(U+U6) ] 
+ P{max I S, -S . I > 
ik-j|<r(U+UÔ)6 J 
k,j <r(U+U6) 
{ ( | )  ( û + ^ ) ( U + U Ô )  ]  }  
< n. (2.26) 
Remark 2.2; Theorem 2.3 was motivated by Billingsley's 
(1962) demonstration that invariance plus square root 
normalization implies Condition 1.1. 
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Theorem 2.4: Suppose {Y } satisfies the invariance principle 
^ m 
with norming factor /n and that ({X } ={ Z Y./^m}, {N /r}) 
m i^l X r 
is s.a.i. [0,G], where G(0) = 0. Then ({X^ }, {N^/r}) is 
r 
a.i. [$,G]. 
Proof; By Theorem 2.2 and Theorem 2.3, 
Corollary 2.1; (N^/r) 5 H, where 
r 
H (x) = $(x/yl/2)dG(y). (2.27) 
0 
Remark 2.3; Formula (2.27) appears in Fischler (1976) in 
connection with the concept of stability. 
Remark 2.4; Note, for the applicability of Theorem 2.4 and 
Corollary 2.1, that ^-mixing processes with second moment 
of order n satisfy the invariance principle (cf. Theorem 20.1 
of Billingsley 1968). 
D. Examples 
We now proceed with some examples illustrating the fact 
that our approach, which blends Condition A with the idea of 
asymptotic independence, does indeed extend prior results. 
These examples make use of two auxiliary theorems. Theorem 2.5 
and Theorem 2.6. As mentioned in Chapter II.A, the thrust of 
the examples is that they feature a stopping time sequence 
{N^} such that {N^/r} is both mixing and convergent in law to 
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a nondegenerate distribution. In particular, these stopping 
time sequences {N^} are of the form given in relation 2.42. 
That such sequences {N^} are indeed both mixing and con­
vergent in law to a nondegenerate distribution is verified 
by Theorem 2.5 and Lemma 1.1. The additional requirement 
of strong asymptotic independence for the stopping time 
sequences and the sequences to be stopped of our examples is 
verified by specifying in a suitable way the joint structure 
of these two sequences. This is done in Theorem 2.6. 
Theorem 2.5; Let f(•) be a measurable function from C to 
the reals, let {Y^} be the sequence satisfying the invariance 
principle with norming factor /n, and let be the set of 
discontinuities of f('), where P{D^} = 0. Define S^^//n 
as in relation (1.29), then 
where (2.29) is evaluated with respect to Wiener measure on 
C. Furthermore, 
f (S„t/v^) i G ( 2 . 2 8 )  
with 
G(x) = P{f (W(t) ) < x} (2.29) 
{f (Snt/^) } (2.30) 
is mixing. 
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Proof ; Assertion (2.28) follows from Theorem 5.1 of 
Billingsley (1968). For assertion (2.30), let {p^} be a 
sequence of integers tending to infinity, with p^ = o(n), 
and, in the notation of Theorem 6.3 of Billingsley (1968), 
define 
0 if te[0,p^/n] 
^ (2.31) 
I(S^^-S )//n otherwise. 
Then, given e>0, 
P{|sup(S^t-Snt)//n| > e} 
= P{I sup S //nj > e} 
t ^nt 
= P{max IS. I > e /n} 
= Pfmax |S. I >(^)^/^ /pIc), (2.32) 
llilPn 
which, by relation (2.23) and the fact that n/p^ ^  a>^ may 
be made arbitrarily small. Thus 
1 (2-331 
Relation (2.33) implies 
S't/*^ L M(t) 
( ) S ( ) (2.34) 
S^^//n " W(t) 
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where W(t) is a C-valued random variable distributed according 
to Wiener measure. Now if one defines g (•,.•) from CXC->R by 
g(x,y) = f(x)-f(y), (2.35) 
then the measurability of g (•, •) is assured by that of f(') 
(Theorem 1.5.6, Ash 1972). Furthermore, 
P{Dg} ^  P{(x,y); xeD^ or yeD^} (2.36) 
which, in view of the fact that 
P{(x,x): xeC} = 1, (2.37) 
yields 
P{(x,x); xeD^} = Pr{x; xeD^} = 0. (2.38) 
Thus, Theorem 5.1 of Billingsley (1968) may be applied to 
obtain 
f(S^^/>/E) - f(Snt//n) f 0- (2.39) 
But, because does not depend on Y^...Yp , and by 
the equivalent formulation of mixing in Theorem 1.2, 
{f (S^^//n)} is mixing. Hence, in view of relation (2.39) 
and Lemma 1.1, {f(S^^//n)} is mixing. 
Theorem 2.6; Let {(U^,V^)} be an iid sequence, with 
EEUU] = E[Vj_] = E[U^V^] = 0 and E[U?] = E[V?] = 1. Define 
m 
{x }  = {  Z  U.//m}, and define 
^ i=l 1 
{N^} = {[rf{S^^//x)]}, (2.40) 
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where f(') is a measurable function from C to [0,1] with 
P{D^} = 0, and S^//r is given by relation (1.29) with the 
Y^'s replaced by V^'s. Then ({X^}, {N^/r}) is s.a.i. 
[0fG]f where G is given by relation (2.29). 
Proof ; Define, for a>o, X ^//[ar] as an expression 
analogous to the RHS of (1.29), with the Y^'s replaced by 
V^'s. It will be shown that if v^ is the probability 
measure on C x C induced by (Xj-^^j ^ //TârT, S^^//r) , then 
v^ BW, (2.41) 
where BW is the probability measure on C x C induced by two 
independent Wiener measures. If this is indeed the case 
then the proof of the theorem follows by applying Theorem 
5.1 of Billingsley (1968) and observing that {(N^/r -
f(S^^//r))} converges in probability to zero. 
It is possible to extend the C-space methodology 
developed by Billingsley (1968) to C x C. In particular, a 
theorem analogous to Theorem 1.6 or 1.7 can be proven. Thus 
relation (2.41) holds if and only if the following two 
conditions hold: 
(1) For any integer c 
(*l(i-l)ar/c]/^[3^]/c, ^  [ (i-i) 
c 
< (a.,b.) l<i<c} = n $(a.)$(b.). 
- 1 1 - - i=i 1 1 
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(2) For any £>0 and ri>0 there exists a 6>0 and an 
integer r such that if r > r_ then 
o — o 
P{sup ! (Xrarls//[*f] ' S //r) -
s-t <6 
/  S^^/ / r )  |  > e}  < n,  
where |(x(s), y(s)) - (x(t), y(t))| denotes any 
norm in the plane equivalent to the Euclidean one. 
Condition (1) is shown to be true by an application of 
the multivariate central limit theorem, while condition (2) 
follows by an application of the triangle inequality and the 
fact that both {U^} and {V^} satisfy the invariance principle 
with norming factor /n. Thus, Relation (2.41) holds and the 
theorem follows. 
Corollary 2.2; , {N^/r}) is a.i. [$, G]. 
Proof : By Theorem 2.4. 
Example 2.1; Assume the situation of Theorem 2.6 and take 
f(-) to be the time of first passage for a suitable Wiener 
region, i.e., a Wiener region of truncated SPRT-type. Then 
, {N^/r}) is a.i. [$,G] . 
r 
Example 2.2; Suppose {Y^} is an iid sequence, with Y^ 
2 
unit-normal. Let K be the sample variance of Y,,...,Y_, 
m ^ 1 m 
m p 
let X = S Y . / i / m  K , and let N = [rf ( (rt K .-rt)//r)] in • —1 1 m i  it 1—i 
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2 
where (rt K^^-rt)//r is defined analogously to relation 
1.29, and f(*) is as in Example 2.1. Then ({X^ }, {N^/r}) 
is a.i. [$,G]. 
Example 2.2 may be related to Example 1.1 by the fol-
lowing considerations : 
2 (a) The sequence {(Y^, Y^-1)} has the properties of 
the sequence {(U^,V^)}; 
2rt 
(b) (rt -rt)//r - Z (Y?-l)//r $ 0, because 
rr i=i 1 ^ 
2"^ 2 
sup|(rt K^.-rt)//F - E (Y?-l)//?| < £SIL-
t i=l ^ ~ /F 
= (/r Y) -yS  0; 
(c) f because ^ and J °° 
(Richter 1965a). 
rt p 
Now define N* = [rf( Z (Y.-l)//r)], then (a) implies 
^ i=l ^ 
({K^* X^*},{N*/r}) is a.i. [$,G]. Moreover (b) implies 
N^/r - N*/r 5 0 and thus ({K^ },{N^/r}) is a.i. [$,G] . 
r r 
Finally, (c) implies ({X^ }, is a.i.[0,G]. 
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III. STATISTICAL ASPECTS 
A. Bivariate Extension 
As indicated in Chapter I.B the center of the confidence 
interval for y, if m and n observation are drawn, respective­
ly, from population X and Y, will be' 
y(m,n) = ^ o.l) 
_ 2 2 
where X , Y , S^ and S„ „ are defined as in expression in n A / in i ^  n 
(1.32). Furthermore, it shall be assumed that there exists 
a bivariate stopping time sequence {(M^,N^)}, where and 
are the random number of observations taken, respectively, 
from population X and Y when employing the rth rule. The 
center of the confidence interval for y, upon stopping, is 
defined analogously to expression (3.1) and shall be denoted 
by 
(3.2) 
This thesis will investigate the asymptotic distribu­
tion of y{M^, N^) , a suitably normalized version of |Ï(M^, N^), 
in a manner not tied to any specific rule. tT is defined 
by 
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y(M^,N^) = (u(M^,N^) -u) 
<s|,M /«r><4,N /«r» 
' .2 !.. . ..2 —T — ' 
^(X -;) 
r 
-^x 
S gZ 
X,M Y,M 1/2 
(_^)(1 + (p-^)(i^)) 
X _ r 
——2 • (3.3) 
^•Y,N ®Y,N M 
(_^)(1 + (;r-^)(i^)) 
Conditions will be sought under which 
y(M^,N^) ^  $. (3.4) 
To this end, the theory of Chapter II will be expanded, in 
particular to encompass the additional feature that, now, two 
populations are being sampled. A first observation is that 
the two stopping time sequences are not necessarily normalized 
by the same sequence of constants. A second observation is 
that the concept of strong asymptotic independence must be 
extended to a bivariate setting: 
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Definition 3.1: The ordered bivariate sequence pair 
({(X^yY^)}, { (S^,T^) }) is strongly .asymptotically independent 
(s.a.i. [F,G]), if there exists bivariate distributions F 
and G such that ^[br] ^ ' (S^., T^)} is a.i. [F,G] 
for any a>0 and b>0. 
Let {X^} and {Y^} be two sequences-to-be-stopped, and 
let be a bivariate stopping time sequence, such 
that there exist two ncndecreasing sequences {m^} and 
{n^}, each tending to infinity, for which 
N^/n^)j G, (3.5) 
where G is some bivariate distribution function satisfying 
the conditions given in (1) of Theorem 3.1. The bivariate 
analogue to Theorem 2.2 may now be stated. 
Theorem 3.1: Let the sequences {X^}, {Y^}, {M^} and {N^} 
satisfy the following two properties: 
(1) ({{(M^/m^, N^/n^)}) is s.a.i. [F,G] with 
G(0,m) = 0(00,0) = 0, and with F and G continuous where they 
are zero. 
(2) {X^} and {Y^^ satisfy Condition A with respect 
to {M^/m^} and {N^/n^}, respectively. Then ({(X^ ,Y^ )}, 
{(M^/m^, N^/n^)}) is a.i. [F'G]. 
Proof : It will be shown that, for any CP (x,y,p,q) of F«G, 
and for any TI>0 
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F(x,y) 'G(p,q) - n 
< 13^ P{Xj^ <x, Yjj <y, M^/m^ < p, N^/n^ < g} 
r-»-oo r r 
< m P{X^ <x, <y, M /m^ < p, N^/n^ < q} 
r^oo r r 
< F(x,y)'G(p,q) + n. (3.6) 
Because of the assumption that F and G are continuous where 
they are zero, only the four cases analogous to the four 
cases discussed at the beginning of the proof of Theorem 
2.2 need be considered. When G(p,q) =0 and (p,q) is a CP, 
i.e. in cases (iii) and (iv), relation (3.6) follows 
trivially from considering (p,q) alone. The RHS of relation 
(3.6) for case (i) is treated below, since the LHS is ob­
tained in a similar fashion. Case (ii) is treated as is case 
(i), by replacing the partitioned rectangle given in (d) 
below by a rectangle with corner points ((L^, Lg)' (Pf ^2^' 
(L^, q), (p, q)), (p, q) a CP of G with p and q greater 
than p and q, respectively. 
Thus, given n>0, CP (x,y) of F, and CP (p,q) of G, 
select: 
(a) £>0 such that |f(x,y)-F(x'y*) j < n/3 when 
I x-x ' I £ e and | y-y ' | e ; 
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(b) a CP (L^fLg) with 0<L^<p and 0<L2<q such that 
G(L^,q) + GfPfLg) < n/3, and such that, when 
r ^  P{M^/m^e [0,Lj^] , N^/n^e[0,q]} + P{M^/m^e[0,p], 
N^/n^e[0,L2] } < n/3; 
(c) 0>0 and X2 such that, when r ^  Tg, Condition A is 
satisfied for {X^} and {Y^} with L, U and n replaced, 
respectively, by L, p and ri/6 for {X^}, and L^, 
q and t\/6 for {Y^}; 
(d) in view of section 8.3 of Cramér (1946) and Lemma 
2.2, a partition (a^: 0...k^ and bj: j = 0...k2) 
of the rectangle with corner points ((L^yLg), 
{p,L2), (L^,q), (P,q)), at CP's (a^bj) of G, and 
rg such that, when r ^  r^, (a^_j^+a^)/2] e ( (1-6 )in^A, 
(l+ô)m^A for any AE[a^_^,a^] i = l...k^, and 
[n^(bj_^+bj)/2]e((l-ô)n^X,(l+ô)n^X) for any 
Ae[bj_^,bj] j = 1...k^. 
Now define a^_^ = (a^_^+a^)/2 i = 1...k^ and 
bj_^ = (bj_^+bj)/2 j = 1 — k2- Then for r > max(r^,r2,r2), 
IX, Yjj <y, M^/m^ < P, N^/n^ < q} (3.7) 
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< P{X^ <x, <y, M^/m^e[L,p], N^/n^e[L2^q]} 
+ P{M^/in^e[0,L^], N^/n^e[0,g]} 
+ P{M^/m^efO,p],  N^/n^cCOfLg]} (3.8) 
, N^^/n^e [bj_^,bj] , 
'\"^M ' ^ for all |m-M^l < ôM^, 
II < e for all |n-N^| < ôN^} 
r 
+ P{|Xj^-Xj^ I > e for some m) |m-M^[ < ôM^, M^/m^e [L^ ,p] } 
+ P{!Yj^-Yjg I > e for some n) |n-N^| < ôN^, N^/n^e [L2 ,g]} 
+ n/3 (3.9) 
- i!i Z 'tVj-i' 
< y+e, M^/m^e[a^_^,a^], N^/n^e[bj_^,bj] + 2(n/3). 
(3.10) 
Thus taking the limit sup of expressions (3.7) and 
10) , 
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Ixm P{X^ <x, <y, N^/n^<g} 
R 3r 
< F(x+e, y+e)P{Mr/m^e[L^,p], N^/n^e[L2,gj} + 2(n/3) 
< F(x,y)G(p,q) + n. 
(3.11) 
(3.12) 
Expressions (3.8) through (3.12) are obtained, res­
pectively, by inclusion, inclusion and (b), inclusion and 
(c) , (b), and (a) . 
^  7  1 / 2  
Corollary 3.1; Let {X^} and {Y„} be {( 2 X^-y)/(ma^) } 
n 
and {( E Y.-pj/fnCy) 
i=l 1 
Then 
m 
2,1/2 
n i=l 
/ ^ 
} for populations X and Y, respectively. 
(N^) 
N 
V^r 
N/nr 
X,M, 
Y,N 
y 
r 
(Nj) 
(V^) 
(Vy) 
(3.13) 
where: (1) and N2 are independent unit-normals, (2) (M,N) 
have joint distribution G, and (3) and Vy are inde­
pendent and h 
respectively. 
2 2 ave degenerate distributions at and 
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Proof : The proof follows from Theorem 3.1 and Lemma 1.4. 
Theorem 5.1 of Billingsley (1968) can now be invoked to 
show that for any ke[0,a>] 
% 
s «2 
*X,KL iri^ 1/2 
<-ïï7' (1 + <^> «îf 
X SY.Np ^ 
% 
+ 1 J «. (3.14) 
®Y,N ®Y,N M n 1/2 
(J ,1 + ( -, ji,!) 
This, however, is not relation (3.4). In order to obtain 
(3.4) from (3.14) it would be sufficient to show that the 
converge displayed in (3.14) is uniform for k a member of 
any countable subset of [0,°°]. Unfortunately, the author has 
been unable to show that such a uniformity does indeed hold. 
However, because {M^} and {N^} are sequences of positive 
random variables which are normalizable, it is not unreason­
able to suspect that for sensible rules the sequences {m^} 
and {n^,} will be such that 
J k, (3.15) 
where ke[0,™]. The reasonableness of relation (3.15) fol­
lows because; (1) {m^} and {n^} will be measures of central 
tendency of and {N^}, and (2) sensible rules would be 
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those which allow the random sample sizes to grow in some 
systematic fashion and thus have relation (3.15) hold (cf. 
relation 1.36). Corollary 3.2 below makes use of this 
observation. 
Corollary 3.2; Let m^/n^ j k where ke[0,°°]. Then relation 
(3.4) holds. 
Proof ; Corollary 3.1 along with Lemma 1.4 implies for 
k^O or 0° 
I X M 
N 
Y/N 
& 
r 
(N^) 
(N2) 
(M/(Nk) ) 
(V^) 
(3.16) 
(Vy) 
Now applying Theorem 5.1 of Billingsley (1968) the desired 
result is obtained. 
In the situations where k = 0 or <» y'(M^,N^) becomes 
or 
(3.17) 
(3.18) 
respectively. Again an application of Theorem 5.1 of 
Billingsley to relation (3.16) provides the desired result. 
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Demonstrating the validity of relation (3.4) without 
imposing relation (3.15) requires that stronger assumptions 
to be made elsewhere. One such suitable assumption is 
M n T 
r r 
where X is a positive discrete random variable. The fol­
lowing three lemmas are useful in showing that relation 
(3.19) leads to relation (3.4). 
Lemma 3.1: Let (X^^Y^) & 0.0, and let {(a^,b^)} be a 
2 2 
sequence of constants such that a + b =1 for all n. Then 
n n 
Proof ; By the continuity theorem, it is sufficient to show 
that the respective characteristic functions converge: 
*!W.. = 
Now 
^n ^ +^n ^ 
= l<f)y y (ta ,tb ) - e ^ I (3.23) 
^n'%n ^ „ 
u +v 
< sup 1<{) (u,v) - e ^ I  (3.24) 
I u I £t n ' ^n ' 
|vl<t 
2 2 
where expression (3.23) follows from a^ + b^ = 1 and expression 
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(3.24) follows from |a^|, 1. The desired result is 
obtained by observing that expression (3.24) tends to zero 
in view of Theorem C, page 191, of Loève (1960). 
Lemma 3.2; Assume the same situation as in Lemma 3.1, and 
in addition let be a sequence of random variables 
such that a - a . ^  5 o  and b -g 5 0. Then 
n n n n n n 
Vn + 6 #. (3.25) 
Proof ; It will be shown that 
+ W - 'Vn + Vn> S "-26) 
from which relation (3.25) follows, in view of Lemma 3.1. 
Thus, given e>0, 
+ b^y^l > (3.27) 
- Pf|%n(*n-an)l - (3.28) 
Now ^ and both converge in probability 
to zero by applying Theorem 5.1 of Billingsley (1968). Thus, 
expression (3.28) may be made arbitrarily small for large n, 
% 
from which relation (3.26) follows. 
Lemma 3.3: Let {X_} and {Y_} be two sequences of random 
n n 
variables such that the 's are positive and uniformly 
bounded, and such that X /Y $ 1. Then 
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%n-?n 5 0' (3-29) 
Proof ; That the Y^'s are uniformly bounded implies there 
exists a K such that, for all n, 
P{|Y^|>K} = 0. (3.30) 
Thus, given e>0 define e'>0 by 
e' = e/K. (3.31) 
Now 
P{|x^-Ynl > e} = P{|Xn-Ynl > E'K} (3.32) 
^ G'Y^} = P{|X^/Y^-1| > G'}, (3.33) 
where the RHS of expression (3.33) may be made arbitrarily 
small for large enough n, from which relation (3.29) follows. 
The following theorem makes use of Lemmas (3.1) through 
(3.3) along with relation (3.19) to obtain relation (3.4). 
Theorem 3.2; Assume the same situation as in Corollary 3.1, 
and in addition let relation (3.19) hold. Then relation (3.4) 
holds. 
Proof : It will be shown that, for any E>0 and x a 
CP of 0, 
0(x)-e <_ lim P{p'(M ,N ) £ x} 
r->-oo 
< ÏIîîi P{ii(M ,N ) < x} < @(x) + E. (3.34) 
X-^oo 
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Let kg... denote the values assumed by X. Then, 
given e>0 and x a CP of select i^ such that P{X = k^^, 
l<i<i_} > l-e/2. Furthermore, for each i, l<i<i , and all 
— —- o — — — o 
r, define 
nij. -1/2 1 "1/2 
^ ^ (3.35) 
and 2 2 
a ^X,M Ml -1/2 ^Y,N N -1/2 
(3.36) 
Thus 
P{ii(M^,N^) < x} = P{a^Xj^ + < x} (3.37) 
r r 
^o 
< Z ^r^N - A=ki} + P{X=k^, i>iQ} (3.38) 
i—1 r r 
^o 
- i=i + <Br-br,il?Nr 
+ <x|A=k^} P{X=kj^) + s/2. (3.39) 
The remainder of the proof consists in showing that, 
conditionally on X=k^, 0_<i_<i^ 
and 
'II ^r,i - "r I " br,i " ^  f »' 
'2) # «-
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If this is done then taking the lim sup of expressions (3.37) 
and (3.39), and applying Lemma 3.2 
^o 
lim P{y(M ,N )<x} < 0(x) Z P(X=k. ) + e/2 < 0(x) + e, 
r-Mx, r r - - ^=0 ^ 
(3.40) 
where the last inequality follows from the selection of i^. 
Furthermore, the LHS of (3.34) may be obtained by applying an 
argument analogous to the one given above. 
(1) is shown by observing that, for each i, 
P{ 1-f^ - 1| > E, X=k. } 
X,M M n m 
= P{ I 5 1| > e, X=k. } (3.41) 
(1 + -^2 ST ki + 
c.y r r 
= P{ I 2 11 > E, X=k. } 
= P{|-^ 1 + 2 i >e, X=k^} 
' 7 ^  ,3.42, 
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< P{|-^ 1| > e/2} 
XfMp 
+  P { |  2 I  > E/2} (3.43) 
'V' 
where expressions (3.42) and (3.43) are obtained, respectively, 
M n p  
by applying the fact that ^  ^ kj^ conditionally on A=k^, 
r r 
and that P { | X + Y | > E}  <  P { | X | > e/ 2 }  +  P { | Y | > e/ 2 } .  Now 
the two terms in expression (3.43) may be made arbitrarily 
small for large enough n. Thus conditionally on X=k^, 
a^ '/oL^ 5 and, by Lemma 3.3, a^ . - 5 o .  A similar J L ^ X J T X ^  J T / X  x j T  
argument can be used to show that b^ ^  $ 0 conditionally 
on X = k^. 
(2) is shown by observing that, for each i, l^i_<i^, 
the conditional distribution of (X^ , ) given X = k^ 
r r 
converges in law to $•$. Thus, conditionally on X=k^ 
^r,i\ + r (3.44) 
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B. Heuristic Family of Rules 
Assume now that m and n observations are available, 
respectively, from X and Y, and that it is desired to test 
the hypothesis 
2 _ 2„ _ 2 2 
'X Cy Y*  VS.  =  A X  =  Oy / Y *  ( 3 . 4 5 )  
= %Y 
where y* is some positive constant. In this situation, if 
G is taken to be the group of all affine transformations, 
then it is demonstrable that the testing problem given in 
expression (3.45) is invariant under G. Thus, by applying 
the principle of invariance, step-by-step, a maximal invariant 
of the original date, (x,y) = (x^...x^^^...y^), under G is 
=l-*m ri-Xm yn-r^m 
y.-ym yn-m ' Yn-m ' ' ' 
Elements (A2) and (A3) of the general problem detailed in 
Chapter I.B, should now be constructed on the basis of the 
information contained in the data of expression (3.46). If 
the problem is now specialized to the situation where the 
populations are normal, then, given the data of expression 
(3.46), a statistic that is sufficient for (a^/Oy) is to be 
constructed. The approach of Hall, Wijsman and Ghosh (1965) 
is now applied to achieve this. 
A sufficient statistic for the original data is 
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S(x,y) = (X^, ^ (3.47) 
and the group G induces a group on S* where g^cGg is de­
fined by 
gg(S(x,y)) = S(ax+b, ay+b) = (aX^+b, aY^+b, 
^). (3-4S) 
Furthermore, because the family of probability measures for 
the original data is dominated by Lebesque measure, Theorem 
1.12 may be applied to obtain a sufficient statistic of the 
data given in expression (3.46) by obtaining a maximal 
invariant on S* under G^. One possible maximal invariant 
is 
(Z (x,y) ) , Z2(S(x,y))) 
That this is true will follow by showing that for any a.^0 
and b 
(Z^(S(x,y)), Zgfsfxyy))) = (Z^{S(ax+b, ay+b)), 
Z2(S(ax+b,ay+b))) (3.50) 
(i.e. (Z^,Z2) is invariant) and 
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(Z^(S(x,y)), ZgfSfx/y))) = (Z^(S(x',y')), Z^fSfx'/y'))) 
(3.51) 
implies S(x',y') = S(ax+b, ay+b) for some a^O and b (i.e. 
(Z^yZg) is maximal). Relation (3.50) is shown to hold by 
direct substitution and relation (3.51) by observing that 
2 2 
a = +(S„ /S' ) and b = X + aX', where the prime indi-
— Y,n Y,n m — m 
cates that the statistic was constructed using (x',y'). 
The likelihood ratio (LR) of (Z^^Zg) will now be con­
structed for the hypothesis given in expression (3.45). 
To achieve this the joint density of (Z^,Z2) need be obtained. 
2 Observe that, because of normality, (X^-Y^) , 
2 2 (ra-l)S„ and (n-l)Sv „ are independent and, respectively, JL/in X ^  n 
distributed as X^'(o^/m+a^/n), and x^'^v" Therefore, 
the joint distribution of (Z^yZg) can be obtained by 
defining 
^3 = '3.52) 
and then applying the technique of transformation of 
continuous variables described in section 4.3 of Hogg and 
Craig (1970). This yields 
-1/2 - i+z 1/2 
f^(z^,Z2) = K(Y/m+l/n) y ( ) 
(5Ll -1) z. (l+z-imn Zj - Et"—! 
^2 ' ny+m + f + » 
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where K is a constant such that 
fOO -00 J J f^(zj^,z2)dz^dz2 = 1 (3.54) 
2 2 
and y = /a^ • It is of interest to note that f^fz^fZg) 
as given in relation (3.53) depends on the parameters ]i, 
2 2 0» and Oy only through y. This is indeed assured by 
Theorem 1.10. 
Relation (3.53) can now be used to construct the LR, 
which is directly computed to be 
3^ (3.55, 
and when m = n = r reduces to 
y*rz, (1+Zp) 
ITT* + ^2^* ^ 2r-l 
^ ) 2 . (3.56) 
y*rz^(l+Zg) 
+ z_ + y* 1+y* "2 
To illustrate the possible usefulness of the theory 
developed in Chapter III.A, the following two-stage sequential 
procedure is proposed for the two population problem when 
normality is assumed: assuming y*>l, sample r observations 
from both sources and then form X^, as defined in relation 
(3.56). If X^>1 take (X_)additional observations from 3-— JT 
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the y source; if A <1 take ( X  )  additional observations 
r — 
from the X source. 
It will be shown that, under this procedure, i.e., when 
r if X^>1 
^ (3.57) 
+ otherwise, 
and 
^r if A^<1 
^ (3.58) 
r+(A^)^/^^ otherwise 
there always exists {(my,n^)} depending on y, such that 
relation (3.5) is satisfied. Furthermore, 
r 
0 if Y>1 
^r CO if Y<1 , (3.59) 
1 if Y=1 
and, if one defines {X^} and {Y^} to be, respectively, 
{( 2 X.-u)/(may^)^/^} and {( Z Y.-y)/(n0„^) then 
i=l IX i=l 1 ^ 
({X^,Y^}, {M^/m^, N^/n^}) is s.a.i. [$•$, G] (G given below 
in relations (3.70), (3.72) and (3.74)). 
In order to show the existence of {(m^,n^)} such that 
relation (3.5) holds it is useful to note that: (1) 
^2 = 4,r/4,r ® If' '2) = r=(X^-Y^) Vc (r-DS^^^ + 
(r-l)Sy S 0 for any s<3, and (3) /x /2y ^ $. The 
first two facts are obtained by a direct application of 
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Slutsky's theorem, while the third follows by observing 
that 
/F 
2 2 
y 
N  
1°/ 0 2a. v  
and then applying Theorem 4.2.5 of Anderson (1958). 
If one defines 
Y*rZ^(l+Z2) 
= 
1+Y' 
(3.60) 
(3.61) 
and 
Qr = 
/rfZg-Y) 
(3.62) 
then may be written in the form 
Y *e + y*(Q ^ ^  + y) +1 2r-l 
(  2  ,  
il 
/F 
-^ + y + y* 
which is equivalent to 
(3.63) 
y*y+l/^^%^\l+(2YY*Qr+y*/F E^) (Y*Y+1)"V/? 2r-l 
^y*+Y ^ ( - )~2~ . (3.64) 
1+(2yq^+^ e^) (y*+y) ^//r 
Furthermore, because ^ &, /r E^ 5 o ,  and by Theorem 7 of 
Chernoff as cited by Pratt (ca. 1943), 
(X )^^ '^ '^ /(A/B)'^  I G, (3.65) 
where A = y*y+1, B = y*+Y and G is the distribution of 
-1 -1 
exp(2YN(0,1)(Y*A -B ). From this one can deduce that 
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5 00 (3.66) 
when Y>1, 
X P  #  0  ( 3 . 6 7 )  
when Y<1, and 
i exp(2N(0,l) (Y *A~^-b"^)) (3.68) 
when Y=1. 
Thus it is now possible to show that for y>l, relation 
(3.5) is satisfied with 
{(m^,n^)} = { (r, (A/B)'^) } (3.69) 
and 
G = D^.G^, (3.70) 
where is the distribution with jump one at i. Analogously, 
for y<l, relation (3.5) is satisfied with 
and 
{(m^,n^)} = {((B/A)/f, r)} (3.71) 
G = Gg'D^ (3.72) 
where G^ is the distribution of exp(-2yN(0,l)(y*A ^-B ^)). 
Furthermore, for y=l, relation (3.5) is satisfied with 
{(Hir/Hr)} = {(r,r)} (3.73) 
and 
G = D^-D^. (3.74) 
The situation where y>l shall now be presented in detail; 
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the proofs for y<l and Y=1 are achieved in a similar fashion. 
Consider the random variables 
MV = r (3.75) 
and 
= r + (3.76) 
Now, because r/{A/B)^ j 0 and in view of relation (3.65), 
^r P 
f 1 (3.77) 
and 
N- L 
— G, . (3.78) 
(A/B) 
Thus, in view of the fact that {r} and {(A/B)^^} both 
tend to infinity with r, all that remains to be shown 
is that 
- Mr I 0 (3.79) 
and 
- Nr I 0 . (3.80) 
But this is seen to be the case since, given e>0, 
I < e} = P{I(X < E, X <1} (3.81) 
r r 
and 
P{|N^-Nr| < e} = < E, X^<1}, (3.82) 
where both the RHS of relation (3.81) and (3.82) are bounded 
above by 
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P{A^<1}, JT— (3.83) 
which, in view of relation (3.66), tends to zero as r becomes 
large. 
The claim made in relation (3.59) is clearly seen to 
follow from relations (3.69), (3.71) and (3.73). To achieve 
the final claim that ({X^^Y^}, {M^/m^, N^/n^}) is s.a.i. 
one observes that, in view of normality and Lemma 
1.4, 
[br] 
E. 
(3.84) 
/ 
for any a>0 and b>0. Thus, by Theorem 7 of Chernoff 
as cited by Pratt (ca. 1943) the strong asymptotic inde­
pendence is obtained. 
It has now been established that all assumptions of 
Corollary 3.2 are met for this family of two-stage sequential 
procedures and, thus, that the desired asymptotic coverage 
is achieved. Finally, the reader will recall that the special 
point of view of this thesis has been the dispensing with the 
heretofore widely used condition that the stopping variables 
converge in probability. Presumably previous authors, had 
they analyzed our particular sequential rules, would have 
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required that sort of limiting behavior of the stopping pair 
(M^,N^). Since it is conjectured that at least one of the 
pair always is mixing (except when r=l), such an approach 
presumably would have failed. 
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